Case study / Franchise: Nashua Maritzburg

More security,
more efficiency,
more reliability
Nashua provides a range of workspace solutions to
help Inkulu Plastic Pipes grow with confidence.

Client:
Location:
Category:
Size:

Tyba Trading - T/A Inkulu Plastic Pipes (Pty) Ltd
Hammersdale
Manufacturers of plastic pipes
65 employees

/ Solutions provided:
Office automation, CCTV, telecommunications/PABX
and Nashua Wireless.

We also increased their printing operation from one
multifunctional printer, the MP201, to include a MP2501 and
a MPC2004. This allowed Inkulu Plastic Pipes to have better
control in their different departments.

/ Challenge:

To cater to their diverse security requirements we provided

Inkulu Plastic Pipes was experiencing rapid growth as

them with IP cameras for their factory, which included the

a company and with this growth saw many challenges.

industry leading Hikvision DarkFighter PTZ cameras.

Security and monitoring of their manufacturing plant was
becoming a major requirement as their manufacturing
process required that they run their factory on a 24-hour
basis. Another major requirement was the monitoring
of their storage area.

This solution was also a first for our technical team who
had to provide split monitoring at three different points.

/ Outcome:
The directors were so satisfied with the business surveillance
and monitoring solutions, that they asked us to assist with

With their phenomenal growth in sales they also needed

security solutions for their homes as well, with a total of 34

to establish offices in Cape Town, Gauteng and Botswana,

cameras being installed.

along with printing and telecommunications solutions for
those offices.

The relationship of trust and reliability that we nurtured with
the client has opened the doors to even more opportunities.

/ Solutions:
We immediately implemented a PABX solution at their
Hammersdale offices with the installation of a PABX and
ECN last mile connectivity. This enabled them to have
a dedicated operator on switchboard and move away
from Telkom, who was, until our inception, the only
service provider in the area.

To date we have provided additional telecommunications
and printing solutions for their Cape Town branch, including
installing Nashua Wireless and Fibre solutions.

